A s the new year approaches, the Y2K issue becomes a focal point for many people. Many businesses and people have finished scrambling to "get things in place" and have entered the "let's wait and see" mode. What will occur during those early hours after the clock strikes midnight is now a matter of fate. In a short while it will be known whether Y2K is a tidal wave or a ripple (now believed by this author to be the latter). After this is over, people should be home free in using computers and electronics.
Never again will society make such a mistake and set themselves up for such a nearsighted catastrophe, right? Well, another blip lies on the screen, and although it may not occur at a specific time, the clock is still the measuring tool. This concern has to do with the electronic storage of information, including those wonderful compact disks and videotapes we all have scrambled to use to store our vital and precious memories.
Unfortunately, people may have been fooling themselves, and the technology that has been embraced so quickly may have shortchanged people on a number of issues. This column explores how the use of electronic storage may be creating problems people may soon face.
...
THE LURE OF MODERN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
People are fascinated by the wonderful abilities of modem electronics. Many have recorded countless hours of data on computers and other devices such as video recorders both at home and at work. With the hand held video recorder, nurses have been videotaping jobs for job safety analysis and ergonomic studies, or priceless memories of their children taking their first steps and performing in school plays.
The previous generation perhaps did the same using the old 8 or 16 mm camera. The older devices required the owner to purchase expensive film and mail it to a processor for development. For many years, these old movies were played and replayed using the projector and screen. When video recording became available to the masses, it was embraced quickly as a way to replace the old technology.
People liked the ability to purchase the inexpensive videocassettes, record and erase at will, and watch the results immediately on television. Because people could make perfect copies, they were lured into thinking the videotapes they were recording would remain for generations, allowing their great grandchildren to view them with original clarity. The same has occurred with the use of compact disks and computer information. Documents once painstakingly handwritten or typed were replaced quickly with computer disks, electronic copies, and similar storage media. Again, people may have been mistakenly led to believe these would be around forever. A different perspective has emerged.
The Dead Sea Scrolls, having survived 2000 years in a cave, are fairly legible. Two hundred years after the writing of the Declaration of Independence, although yellowed with age, it is still read by thousands of visitors regularly. However, the beta videotapes recorded in the late 1980s are no longer accessible, having fallen victim to the fragile nature of magnetic and electronic tape and changes in technology. This aspect of the modem electronic world may greatly affect the ability to preserve the records and documents being created today and the ability to access them in the future. A number of factors have contributed to this dilemma.
THE DILEMMA
First, the data being stored are not as hardy as expected. Much of this information is stored as magnetized particles or as electronic 1sand Os on tapes and disks. Although not visibly apparent, this form of media can deteriorate quickly with even unrealized exposure to minor variables in environmental conditions. Tests currently run show top quality videotapes stored in ideal conditions degrade substantially within 10 years, and the average quality com-pact disks (CDs) become unreliable after 5 years (Tangley, 1998) . Unlike the obvious deterioration of paper, with visual inspection, the CD often appears normal.
With millions of documents stored in electronic format daily, a concern has begun to grow about the accessibility of these data. In the current era of information, the loss of some of this information may not be of great concern. Yet, many records including occupational health records, which are required to be kept the length of employment plus 30 years, are stored in electronic format. The assumption is this is forever, yet the need to retrieve these data may not occur for 30 to 50 years. When the need does arise, will it be available?
Adding to the storage media degradation problem are the technological changes taking place. Certainly, the advancement from movie cameras to video recorders has simplified the ability to record data, but that technological change took time. Every advancement now comes more quickly. For example, consider the eight track tape or the beta format video recordings. Many people still have the beta tapes (someday they may be collector items), but even if the tape (which appears to be in good condition) still has the magnetic coating in good condition (which is unlikely), beta video players once so prevalent have been obsolete for years. The chances of finding a beta video player are highly unlikely. The technology has changed as well as the machines required to access that technology.
Similarly, some people are fortunate to still have an outdated computer with a 5.25 inch disk drive. These were the larger disks rightfully named "floppy" disks. Many important documents are stored on the old floppy disks and should be OCTOBER 1999, VOL. 47, NO. 10 INFORMATICS moved to the more common 3.5 inch disks. Many occupational health nurses recall storing client data on these older disks, and many of these probably are stored in archives. If they are needed 20 years from now to find, perhaps, employee chemical exposure records or audiometric test results, will people be able to find a disk drive to retrieve the information?
Not only are the media and the technology changing, but the language is as well. The author's graduate school documents are stored on fragile media (5.25 inch floppy disks) relying on outdated technology (old disk drives), but they also were written using a word processor which no longer exists. The chances of the latest version word processor being able to read or translate these documents are slim. Even if it could, the formatting and other features would be horribly jumbled. These old programs, as well as the programming language used to create them, have become obsolete.
Even the concept of a "document" has changed substantially. What once may have been typed and saved as a single electronic document now by definition may contain pictures, video recordings, sound clips, web pages, and hyperlinks which "appear" throughout the document but in actuality exist somewhere else as a separate computer file (Rothenberg, 1998) . How are these documents archived when many of these links no longer exist? Most of the references at the end of this column were obtained from the World Wide Web. While the Internet is an excellent method of obtaining a wealth of information, will these hyperlink references still be available next year or even next week? If the references were books or printed articles, copies would be available 10 years from now (Gavrel, 1990) .
SAVING VITAL INFORMATION
These and other issues have become a major focus for many modem day archivists. The U.S. government has fully embraced the electronic age, storing millions of documents magnetically and electronically. Finding ways to keep this information alive for future generations is vital. A group of archivists at the National Archives in Washington, D.C. is attempting to save speeches from President Harry Truman recorded on spools of thin steel wire (Gajilan, 1999 ). This wire system was an ancestor of reel to reel tape recordings. Many of the wires have rusted and broken. Trying to save them has become a technological nightmare for all of the reasons listed here (Gajilan, 1999) .
A number of computer technology companies have begun to develop tools to address this issue. One company is developing tools emulating old versions of software, so old documents can be retrieved. Another company is developing a program to allow the Is and Os to be printed on paper so they can be deciphered at a later date (Tangley, 1998) .
IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
At this point, there really are no solid answers to these issues. Unfortunately, the occupational and environmental health nurse is being forced to ride this wave along with the rest of the world. While health care has become tied closely to the electronic age, providers should look carefully at information storage and think about what is important. Ensuring vital information (e.g., client records, exposure histories) is printed and stored in paper format probably is prudent.
Although the shelf life of a paper copy is proving to be longer than that of electronic media, there are some general guidelines to follow when storing paper, Acid degradation can be caused by inexpensive paper, such as newspaper, and environmental conditions. Storing documents in acid free folders and containers rather than cardboard boxes helps preserve the documents. Removing rubber bands, which harden and bond to paper, and paperclips and staples, which rust, is recommended (Joyce, 1997) . More information on proper storage of paper documents can be obtained from a company's records retention department or The Library of Congress' (1998) web page, which provides helpful information on preserving media including papers, books, and photographs.
INFORMATICS
Making sure software upgrades are made on computers and data files are imported into the newer format also is important.
While these issues may seem of no concern now, someday occupational and environmental health nurses may be relieved to know they made those copies. It has been said that to know where one is going, one should look at the past. Let's just hope it is not being erased. http://usnews.com/usnews/issue/9802l6/ 16digLhtm AAOHN'SYEAR 2000 CORPORATE STATEMENT AAOHN has assessed the potential impact of equipment and/or software failure due to the Year 2000 issue. The Association has completed a plan to resolve potential problems that were identified and has obtained assurances from suppliers/vendors and contractors that their systems are, or will be, compliant by the turn of the century, In the event of operational problems beyond the control of the organization, AAOHN has developed an internal contingency plan for key areas to continue to operate until problems are resolved, AAOHN declares Year 2000 compliance of internal software and equipment as of September 30, 1999.
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